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ABSTRACT
We present and evaluate application- and system-specific heuristics
(ASSHes) for optimizing embedded software. ASSHes are scripts
that decide which compiler optimizations to apply; they make deci-
sions using feedback from previous compilations, using the results
of program analyses, and using high-level information, e.g., “there
are only 4 KB of RAM, and interrupt handlers 5–7 should be fast
since we expect them to execute very frequently.” In contrast, tradi-
tional compilers base optimization decisions on built-in heuristics
that are oblivious to high-level application- and platform-specific
concerns. The ASSH effectively becomes the high-level optimiza-
tion policy and the existing compiler becomes a low-level mecha-
nism for applying code transformations. ASSHes are more generic
than previous approaches to compiling embedded software: they
permit compilation to be directed towards meeting many different
goals and combinations of goals.

So far we have investigated ASSHes that control two optimiza-
tions: loop unrolling and function inlining. We evaluate ASSHes
by applying them to TinyOS sensor network applications, where
they have successfully reduced resource usage. For example, for
one large application we can either reduce worst-case stack depth
by 16%, reduce code size by 3.5%, or reduce the amount of time the
processor is active by 14% (our baseline for comparison is the out-
put of the nesC compiler, which itself performs aggressive cross-
module inlining). These various improvements conflict: they can
be achieved individually but not together—dealing with tradeoffs
among resources is central to designing efficient embedded sys-
tems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Optimizing compilers try to generate code that is fast and not too

large—an appropriate design point for desktop and workstation ap-
plications. Embedded software developers, on the other hand, are
often not well-served by these compilers: their software must run
on platforms with diverse and severe non-functional requirements.
For example, consider a program that will be run on a processor
with a low clock speed, limited battery energy, and little space for
code and data—in other words, a typical low-power embedded sys-
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tem. Instead of creating fast and not-too-big code, the compiler
should aggressively try to generate code that fits into the available
code and data space. Furthermore, the compiler should expend ex-
tra optimization effort on tasks with real-time requirements.

Developers using current tools can affect optimization heuristics
in various ways that are coarse-grained (e.g., global optimization
flags) and fine grained (e.g., profile data, pragmas). In general
this control is insufficient for meeting complex application- and
platform-specific goals that involve multiple resources. There are
two fundamental problems with existing tools:

1. Compilers are oblivious to the high-level non-functional re-
quirements that are externally imposed on an embedded sys-
tem.

2. Compilers rely on a multitude of built-in heuristics for de-
ciding when to apply optimizations that are not universally
beneficial. It is difficult to gain effective overall control over
a diverse collection of opaque heuristics.

Lacking compiler support for meeting high-level resource con-
straints, developers are forced to manually specialize code to tune
resource usage. Manual specialization is harmful because it is time-
consuming and can introduce bugs. Also, it discourages reuse: the
resulting code often sacrifices modularity and, furthermore, it is
fragile with respect to changes in the underlying hardware plat-
form: today’s resource constraints are not necessarily tomorrow’s.

This paper proposes a way to make existing compilers more suit-
able for compiling embedded software: we use application- and
system-specific heuristics (ASSHes) to override optimization de-
cisions made by the compiler. ASSHes have access to high-level
system requirements and to external program analyzers, code in-
strumentation techniques, feedback mechanisms, etc. to direct their
choices. Particularly important is giving ASSHes access to re-
source bounding analyses [2, 21] that can statically determine if
a program will, for example, dynamically run out of memory. In
effect, the ASSH becomes the high-level optimization policy while
the existing compiler becomes the low-level mechanism for apply-
ing code transformations. This mechanism/policy separation is cru-
cial: ASSHes present developers with a very narrow interface to the
compiler, giving them the capability to extend it in a constrained
way. In contrast, a generally extensible compiler is more power-
ful but exports a much wider interface, for example exposing the
compiler’s intermediate representations.

The benefits of ASSHes come not from including any particular
analyzer or heuristic—after all, compiler writers could equally well
include that analyzer or heuristic—but from the ease with which
new ASSHes can be written or combined. This is a corollary to
Robison’s observation [23] that
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. . . small programming niches that would greatly ben-
efit from certain optimizations cannot get those opti-
mizations implemented, because payback for the com-
piler vendor is not there.

Robison was not talking about the embedded domain but his obser-
vation is particularly applicable there. The large diversity of archi-
tectures, compilers, and operating systems for embedded systems
produces a high degree of market fragmentation. This fragmenta-
tion, in combination with the diverse non-functional requirements
imposed on embedded systems, guarantees the existence of many
small niches whose needs are not met by off-the-shelf tools.

The contributions of this paper are:

• We describe ASSHes: a novel organization for extensible op-
timization heuristics that exploits existing optimization passes
in order to meet application- and platform-specific goals. We
intend ASSHes to be developed by programmers with a basic
understanding of compilers and compiler optimizations—not
by compiler specialists.

• We show that ASSHes are effective: we present experimen-
tal results showing that they can produce code substantially
better than that produced by competing techniques. For ex-
ample, on a large example we can reduce stack memory con-
sumption by 16% or we can reduce the amount of time that
the processor is active (and using energy) by 14%.

• We show that ASSHes are general: they support a variety of
underlying optimizations (in this paper we describe ASSHes
that utilize loop unrolling and function inlining) and they per-
mit a wide variety of high-level goals to be met. ASSHes can
also be composed to meet more complex goals.

• We show that ASSHes are practical: they can be added to
an existing compiler such as gcc either by modifying its code
in minor ways, or by preprocessing its input using a source-
to-source transformer.

ASSHes significantly generalize our previous work on reducing
stack depth [21], which considered tradeoffs between stack mem-
ory and code memory.

Section 2 provides a concrete introduction to application- and
system-specific heuristics for optimizing embedded software by
using a variety of ASSHes to optimize a nesC/TinyOS program.
In Section 3 we describe the use of aggressive feedback-driven
ASSHes to better compile embedded software. Section 4 describes
the interface between ASSHes and the compiler, and how to mod-
ify compilers to support ASSHes. In Section 5 we evaluate the
effectiveness of several ASSHes in reducing resource usage of a
number of TinyOS applications that run on Berkeley motes [10].
We compare ASSHes to previous work in Section 6 and conclude
in Section 7.

2. USING ASSHes
This section introduces ASSHes and shows what they can ac-

complish when applied to a large TinyOS application. This is, in
many ways, the key section of the paper: ASSHes described here
illustrate all of the important ways in which our approach differs
from most previous research. In particular:

• ASSHes can be created by application developers, as op-
posed to compiler specialists,

• ASSHes can base their decisions on the results of strong
resource-bounding analyses,
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Figure 1: Code size for the Surge Reliable application us-
ing two simple ASSHes, nesC, and our best heuristic.

• ASSHes can easily be made aware of high-level platform-
and application-specific requirements,

• multiple ASSHes can be composed to support more sophis-
ticated optimizations, and

• ASSHes provide a convenient platform for making use of
feedback to improve generated code.

2.1 Background: TinyOS and nesC
TinyOS is extremely lightweight systems software for the Berke-

ley mote sensor network platform [10]. Motes are microcontroller-
based embedded systems equipped with sensors and a packet radio.
The need to conserve energy and reduce costs imposes severe re-
source constraints: the mica2 motes that we use as an experimental
platform are based on Atmel’s ATmega128 chip running at about
7 MHz. The Atmel chip implements the 8-bit AVR architecture.
It has 128 KB of flash memory for storing programs and 4 KB of
RAM for data.

The nesC language [8] addresses the particular requirements of
the mote platform by providing static component linking, whole-
program optimization through inlining, and static detection of con-
currency errors. The nesC compiler emits C that is fed to a gcc
cross-compiler for AVR. Throughout this paper, our baseline for
comparison is provided by the binaries generated by nesC and gcc.

The Surge Reliable application, developed at Crossbow Inc.,
is the motivating application for this section. It performs multihop
routing of sensor data to a sink node. Surge Reliable is rela-
tively large: it uses code from 43 components and, when compiled
by nesC, generates about 15,700 lines of C code in about 500 func-
tions.

2.2 Code-size-driven ASSHes
Our first example uses a variety of heuristics to achieve code-size

goals using the compiler’s function inliner as the underlying opti-
mization mechanism. Since the AVR lacks an instruction cache,
we would expect more inlining to be better, as long as code-size
limits are not exceeded. In this section we consider coarse-grained
inlining decisions that either inline all calls to a particular func-
tion, or none of them. In Section 3 we extend our model to cover
callsite-specific inlining policies.

Our first two heuristics take a parameter n that indicates what
percentage of a sorted list of functions to inline. The first heuris-
tic is very simple: it sorts functions in order of increasing size and
then inlines the first n%. The second heuristic uses a more accurate
model of code bloat: the cost of inlining a function is estimated to
be (c − 1)(s − o) where c is the number of static calls to the func-
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Figure 2: Stack depth vs. code size tradeoffs for the bloat-based
inlining ASSH and the stack-depth-driven ASSH described in
Section 2.3 applied to the Surge Reliable application. The
“best” results are computed by an ASSH that we describe in
Section 3.

tion, s is function size, and o is the minimum function call/return
overhead (six bytes on the AVR platform). After deciding to inline
a function, the callgraph and the code size of all calling functions
must be updated. The results of both heuristics are shown in Fig-
ure 1, and they are compared to the size of the executable produced
by nesC, and to the code size from our best heuristic. In contrast to
the heuristics described in this section, the best heuristic (described
in Section 3) is very costly in terms of compile time.

For both of these heuristics, we determine the size of each func-
tion by performing a trial compilation with inlining disabled. An
alternative is to estimate code size from source code; this is what
nesC does. We implemented this, but for obvious reasons it does
not work quite as well as the trial compilation.

We also developed two more sophisticated ASSHes for code
size. The first uses a heuristic search to find the percentage of
functions to inline that minimizes code size; it works well when
there are few local minima in the code size vs. n% function (this is
true for a number of examples that we have looked at). The second
heuristic uses a binary search: it attempts to maximize the percent-
age of functions inlined while respecting a given upper limit on
code size. This result replicates part of the work described by Le-
upers and Marwedel [15]—they search more sets of inlining deci-
sions and also incorporate performance feedback from simulator—
at an incremental cost of about a dozen lines of Perl. Both of these
heuristics make use of feedback-driven compilation where the re-
sults of trial compilations are used to inform future decisions. We
do not present results for the search-based heuristics as they merely
serve to find a desirable point on a curve in Figure 1.

2.3 A stack-depth-driven ASSH
TinyOS makes very efficient use of the small amount of RAM

present on the motes and, in fact, the only form of dynamic mem-
ory allocation in most TinyOS programs is the C call stack. Our
previous work [21] created a static analyzer that computed a tight
upper bound on the extent of the TinyOS stack, even in the pres-
ence of interrupt handlers. The analyzer was based on a context-
sensitive dataflow analysis of AVR object code. In that work we
also showed that function inlining could be used to significantly
reduce the worst-case depth of the call stack by avoiding the call-
ing convention and by facilitating further optimization of inlined
code. The optimization was effective but our method was crude,
sometimes requiring several hours to optimize a single program.

We now present a novel ASSH for rapidly creating a TinyOS
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Figure 3: Tradeoffs between code size and duty cycle for the
Surge Reliable application using our profile-driven and
code-bloat-driven inlining ASSHes. Our best result uses 14%
less processor time than does the executable produced by nesC.

program with small worst-case stack depth. The starting point for
this heuristic is the set of inlinings from the previous section that
produces the smallest code size. To this set of inlinings we add all
function calls that are active when the stack depth exceeds some
tunable threshold. Stack depths are measured statically using our
analysis tool. The insight behind this heuristic is that systems con-
tain many functions that only operate at low stack depths, and there
is little point inlining them. However, functions that are active
when the stack is deep should be inlined.

Figure 2 depicts stack depth/code size tradeoffs produced by this
new heuristic, by the bloat-based heuristic from the previous sec-
tion, and by nesC. This graph plots stack depth against code size
to make it easier to see the tradeoffs between two resources and to
compare the ability of different ASSHes to make different trade-
offs. For a given code size, the stack-depth-based ASSH consis-
tently creates executables with smaller stack depth than does the
bloat-based heuristic. We expect that for many TinyOS applica-
tions, it will be desirable to reduce RAM consumption at the ex-
pense of a code size increase, because the AVR has 32 times more
code space than data space. The approximately 40 bytes of stack
memory that we save relative to nesC is significant, and would per-
mit the instantiation of a number of additional TinyOS components.

Finally, notice that between these heuristics, we have data points
that approximate the best known code size for the Surge Reliable
example, and data points that approximate the best known worst-
case stack depth. Usage of these two resources cannot be simulta-
neously minimized (we believe) since they inherently conflict.

2.4 A profile-driven inlining ASSH
To improve the CPU usage (and power consumption) of a TinyOS

application, we developed a profile-driven inlining ASSH. Since
gcc’s profiling support does not work on the mote platform, we
modified the cycle-accurate Atemu simulator [20] to produce out-
put equivalent to profiler output.

Our profile driven ASSH is simple: it inlines the n% most-
frequently called functions. To evaluate the speedup generated by
an ASSH we compute the duty cycle of the CPU on the mote:
the time that it spends awake and running (as opposed to asleep
and saving power) during a 3.5 billion cycle simulation run (about
500 seconds of simulated time). We found that such a long run
was necessary to ensure that we are measuring steady-state results
rather than initialization effects: the Surge Reliable applica-
tion takes a long time to bootstrap into multihop routing mode.

Figure 3 evaluates tradeoffs between duty cycle and code size
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Figure 4: Code size and duty cycle for the Surge Reliable
application using our profile-driven unrolling ASSH. Note that
the left and right-hand y-axes are different.

space for executables created by our profile-driven ASSH, our code-
bloat-driven ASSH, and by nesC. Our best result has a 14% lower
duty cycle than does the nesC output. We also measured the duty
cycle of executables produced by our stack-depth-driven ASSH—
these results were roughly comparable those produced by the code-
bloat-driven ASSH and we do not show them here.

The code-bloat-driven ASSH actually generates slower code at
the largest code size. We were initially surprised that increased in-
lining could lead to decreased performance on a processor lacking
an instruction cache. On inspecting the output of the compiler we
found that when inlining creates very large function bodies, gcc is
unable to effectively use PC-relative branch instructions, which on
the AVR can only jump 64 instructions in either direction.

Since ATmega128 chips can sleep, consuming little power, when
they have no work to do, we expect that our profile-driven ASSH
will reduce CPU power consumption by around 14%. If we could
reduce the mote CPU’s voltage and clock frequency, power sav-
ings would be even more dramatic since voltage scaling can yield
a proportional reduction in the total power required to execute a
program [3]. A limiting factor in applying this approach in embed-
ded systems is that time-sensitive activities may be slowed down
so much that the system stops operating properly. We believe that
ASSHes can be used to preferentially optimize activities with tight
time constraints, in order to create systems that can operate prop-
erly at lower clock frequencies than would otherwise be possible.
We have not performed this experiment since we cannot change the
voltage and frequency on our test boards. However, the compiler
side of this experiment can be straightforwardly handled within the
ASSH framework.

2.5 A profile-driven unrolling ASSH
Most of the ASSH results presented in this paper are based on

function inlining, which we have found to be extremely effective
because it has such pervasive effects on the generated code. In this
section we explore an ASSH that controls loop unrolling, which
helps amortize the cost of the loop termination test and may enable
further loop-body optimizations. However, this optimization can
also greatly increase code size without yielding any benefit, making
it an ideal candidate for ASSHes.

Our profile-driven ASSH unrolls n% of the hottest loops. Fig-
ure 4 shows that results of this experiment. This shows the effect of
unrolling on code size and on the duty cycle as we increase the per-
centage of unrollable loops unrolled. No inlining was performed in
this experiment. The results are disappointing: there is a definite
trend of improvement but the maximum benefit is only 0.8%.

It turns out that the Surge Reliable application contains only
30 unrollable loops, of which only five are executed more than
100,000 times in a 3.5 billion cycle profiling run. Additionally,
our unrolling hooks in gcc do not control the degree of peeling and
unrolling of some kinds of implicit loops such as those produced
by gcc’s code generator to perform memory copies and multi-bit
shifts. This is a symptom of a general problem in adding ASSH
hooks to a compiler: a compiler often has multiple versions of the
same optimization because the compiler uses several different in-
termediate representations. One must take care to add ASSH hooks
to each version.

Note to reviewers: We ran out of time to fix this problem. We
will modify our experiment to use moderate amounts of inlining,
and we will modify gcc to allow our ASSH to control peeling and
unrolling in the code generator. We believe these changes will in-
crease the benefit of unrolling from 0.8% to 2–4%.

2.6 WCET-driven ASSHes
The two previous sections describe ASSHes that use dynamic

profile data to speed up an application. In this section we use
profile-driven function inlining with a major difference: we use
static profile data from a worst-case execution time estimator. The
worst-case execution time (WCET) of a block of code is an upper
bound on the amount of time that the code may take to execute,
regardless of program input data [2, 7]. Determining WCET is ob-
viously undecidable, but in practice good estimates can often be
found for embedded software running on simple processors. Em-
bedded software tends to have runtime that is relatively indepen-
dent of input data, and it also tends to avoid computations with
highly dynamic behavior.

We believe that there are two main reasons why it is desirable
to perform profile-driven optimization based on static profile data
from a WCET analyzer:

1. Acquiring dynamic profile data can be very slow (if cycle-
accurate simulators are involved), and simulators require in-
put data and accurate models of I/O devices. WCET, on the
other hand, can be estimated quickly and without input data
or device models.

2. Reducing WCET can increase the static predictability of a
system in the sense that a function that used to have an exe-
cution time in the range [0..C1] will now execute for a time in
the range [0..C2], where C2 < C1. We believe (but have not
shown) that reducing WCET will also increase dynamic pre-
dictability. That is, by preferentially optimizing long paths,
it will tend to decrease observed variation in execution time.
We hope to demonstrate this effect in the future.

We have implemented a WCET estimator for AVR object codes;
it reuses the underlying analysis framework from our stack-depth
estimator [21]. In some ways our tool is quite sophisticated: it deals
well with recursion, irreducible flow graphs, and some forms of in-
direct calls and jumps. Furthermore, it aggressively avoids analyz-
ing false paths using a context-sensitive dataflow analysis. In other
respects, our tool is primitive: it makes pessimistic assumptions
about instructions with variable execution times and it requires hu-
man intervention to bound loop iterations. We omit further details
about our tool, as it is largely based on known techniques. Further-
more, as far as the ASSH described in this section is concerned,
the details of the underlying WCET tool are not very important:
should a better tool become available, we could start using it with
our ASSHes right away.

A useful by-product of WCET analysis is a worst case execution
count (WCEC) for each instruction. We use WCEC just like profile
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Figure 5: Duty cycle vs. code size tradeoffs for our two WCET-
driven ASSHes

data: to inline the hottest n% of functions. The only significant
obstacle to doing this is the fact that the WCECs that we com-
pute are per invocation of a task or interrupt. To compute WCEC
per time unit, we need to multiply analyzed WCEC by invocation
frequency—the number of times per second the task or interrupt is
signaled. It seems unlikely that the invocation frequencies can be
found through static analysis, so we must get this information from
another source, such as a specification or a single run of a simulator.

Figure 5 shows code size vs. duty cycle tradeoffs for two ASSHes:
one that scales the WCEC of each function by the observed in-
vocation frequency of its enclosing task or interrupt, and one that
does not. As expected, both WCET-driven ASSHes perform more
poorly than the profile-driven ASSH. Also as expected, the scaled
WCECs produce better code, but by only about 1.5%. We believe
that WCET (and WCEC) can play an important role in optimiz-
ing embedded software, and we hope to revisit this subject in more
depth in the future.

2.7 Composing ASSHes
Our composition strategy for ASSHes is simple: they combine

at the level of individual optimization decisions using basic set op-
erations. For example, our stack-depth-driven ASSH starts with
a set of inlining decisions that has been shown to result in good
code size, and then adds another set that is believed will either im-
prove stack usage. Clearly this strategy requires careful use: it will
not work when ASSHes conflict by canceling each others’ effects.
When dealing with very expensive optimizations, set intersection
might be a better operator than set union: an optimization is only
applied when multiple ASSHes all believe it will be beneficial.

In a few cases we have combined ASSHes based on set sub-
traction: some functions that should never have loops unrolled and
should never be inlined. For example, TinyOS contains a calibrated
delay loop TOSH uwait—unrolling the delay loop is worse than
useless as it bloats code size while decalibrating the loop. In some
cases we want to avoid inlining the TOS post function, which
makes an event handler runnable: this is because our static ana-
lyzer heuristically relies on finding calls to this function in order to
infer which functions serve as asynchronous TinyOS tasks.

We believe that it will sometimes be beneficial for ASSHes to
interact at higher levels of abstraction, for example by sharing in-
formation about the expected effects of optimizations that they have
selected. We leave this for future work.

2.8 Summary
We have sketched the use of a number of different ASSHes to

reduce code size, stack size, and execution time. These ASSHes

exercise global control over inlining and/or loop unrolling opti-
mizations. Many ASSHes rely on feedback from trial compila-
tions, offsetting problems caused by the fact that complex optimiza-
tions result in unpredictable costs and benefits. Furthermore, many
ASSHes make use of strong whole-program analyses such as those
that bound execution time or stack memory consumption.

3. AGGRESSIVE USE OF FEEDBACK
When an ASSH author can make effective predictions about the

effects of performing optimizations, feedback through trial compi-
lations is unnecessary. However, several of the ASSHes that we
described in Section 2 required a parameter whose value would be
hard to determine a priori. In these cases, feedback is useful: we
find a good value of the parameter using trial compilations. For
examples we already presented, a few iterations were sufficient.

This section describes a much more aggressive application of
feedback: we use it to greedily explore very large search spaces.
Although the resulting ASSH is slow, taking up to 12 hours to op-
timize the Surge Reliable application, this approach is useful
in two ways:

1. It provides the best possible overall compilations of embed-
ded systems, based on techniques currently available to us.
Therefore it is a good basis for comparison for the faster
heuristics. For example, a fast ASSH that provides 95% of
the benefit of the slow feedback heuristic is probably quite
useful, while a fast ASSH that provides only 30% of the ben-
efit may not be worthwhile.

2. Embedded system developers are often willing to invest time
in a final, highly optimized build of a system for actual de-
ployment. For example, consider the extreme case where
people developing a digital camera or a cell phone create a
new ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) to handle,
for example, image processing or voice processing. The cost
of this “optimization” is enormous: it requires skilled staff, a
lengthy design cycle, and on the order of half a million dol-
lars for fabrication. Compared to these costs, an overnight
compilation is relatively affordable.

Our slow feedback heuristic extends the one that we described in
previous work [21] by supporting more resources, by providing a
more general framework for searches, and by making an even more
aggressive search of the optimization space. It attempts to mini-
mize a cost function that describes how to trade resources against
each other. For example, one useful cost function might trade 10
bytes of code memory for one byte of data memory for 100 cycles
of CPU usage. Other cost functions can include discontinuities to
indicate hard constraints. At a high level, one might want to treat
code memory and data memory as having zero cost until their re-
spective limits are exceeded, and then to treat their cost as infinite.
This cost function, while accurate, will not work in practice: it
does not guide the heuristic through the search space to a region
containing good solutions. A better function would impose a small
cost per byte of code and data memory used, plus a large constant
cost once the resource limit is exceeded. In summary, a number
of useful application- and system-specific resource metrics can be
encoded using cost functions, and we believe that they provide a
useful framework for reasoning about tradeoffs among resources.

Our slow feedback heuristic operates as follows:

1. Create an initial list of optimization decisions.

2. Perturb the set of optimizations and see if this improves the
cost function. If it does, accept the new set, otherwise back
off to the old set.
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stack depth code size WCET
(bytes) (KB) (total cycles)

nesC 219 22 59742
stack, WCET, code 181 (17%) 32 (-45%) 54383 (8.9%)
stack, code, WCET 181 (17%) 24 (-7.4%) 58992 (1.3%)
code, stack, WCET 214 (2%) 21 (5.2%) 60419 (-1.1%)
code, WCET, stack 214 (2%) 21 (5.2%) 60419 (-1.1%)
WCET, stack, code 181 (17%) 36 (-61%) 54361 (9.0%)
WCET, code, stack 185 (16%) 32 (-43%) 54383 (9.0%)

Figure 6: Results of running our slow feedback heuristic with
six different cost functions, each with a different prioritization
of resources to reduce. Parenthesized percentages indicate im-
provement relative to nesC.

3. Go back to step 2 until a fixpoint is reached. This can either
be a real fixpoint where no further permutations improve the
cost function, or a probabilistic fixpoint where none of the
last n permutations has resulted in an improvement.

Applying this heuristic to function inlining is straightforward.
The initial set of inlining decisions is empty, the permutation func-
tions adds or subtracts a configurable number of inlining decisions
at each iteration, and the fixpoint can be either probabilistic or de-
terministic. The slow feedback-driven inlining ASSH can be con-
figured to inline all calls to a function, or to inline individual call-
graph edges. In both cases the search space presented by function
inlining is large: 2n where n is the number of functions or the num-
ber of callgraph edges.

Note to reviewers: We did not have a chance to try feedback
ASSHes that control unrolling before the submission deadline. We
will do this for the final paper—it should be straightforward.

There are six ways to prioritize the reduction of three resources.
Figure 6 shows the results of applying these six prioritizations to
the reduction of stack depth, code size, and total worst-case execu-
tion time of the Surge Reliable application. (Total worst-case
execution time just adds up the WCET of each task and interrupt
handler in an application.) Note that stack depth and WCET can
be simultaneously driven to near their individual minimum values,
while optimizing for code size appears to directly conflict with both
reduced stack depth and reduced WCET.

Since inlining permits a function to be specialized for its calling
context, it interacts strongly with other optimizations such as reg-
ister allocation, constant propagation, and dead code elimination.
In effect, inlining serves as a meta-optimization that controls the
amount of code that other optimizations can see at once. Since
the interactions between these optimizations are complex, inlin-
ing can be highly unpredictable. Consider the fact that (ignoring
cases where usage of one or more resources is unchanged) there
are eight possible effects that an inlining decisions can have: code
size can increase or decrease, stack depth can increase or decrease,
and worst-case execution time can increase or decrease. We looked
at the results of a number of inlining decisions, and found that all
eight possibilities actually occurred while running our slow feed-
back heuristic on the Surge Reliable example. Certainly it
was surprising at first to see inlining cause stack depth or execution
time to increase, but on reflection it is not hard to find mechanisms
explaining these effects.

4. THE ASSH INTERFACE
When a compiler has to decide whether to apply an optimization

or not, it usually invokes a heuristic to make the decision. Typi-
cally, each such heuristic has a different interface. For example, it
may be passed a piece of intermediate code and return a yes/no an-

swer, or it may be passed a loop body and return a decision whether
to unroll it n times, peel it n times, or do neither. Naturally this
interface is specific to individual compilers, and even to different
versions of the same compiler. The purpose of the ASSH interface,
described in this section, is to smooth over these differences and
expose opportunities for optimizations to external tools. Naturally,
an ASSH will be required to make its decisions using less compiler-
internal information than is available to the built-in heuristics. Even
so, we believe that ASSHes can often outperform built-in com-
piler heuristics because they can make use of high-level informa-
tion about applications and platforms, resource-bounding analyses,
and information about high-level application- and platform-specific
requirements In cases where ASSHes do not perform well relative
to built-in compiler heuristics, our fallback position is simple: the
ASSH should defer to the existing heuristic.

4.1 ASSH interface design principles
ASSHes communicate with the compiler through a deliberately

narrow interface that follows a few basic design principles:
Separate mechanism and policy — Compilers do a poor job of

separating optimizations from policies for deciding when to apply
the optimizations. Our first-order design goal is to provide high-
level policies with a clean interface to the low-level mechanisms.

Usable by developers — One of our goals is for normal em-
bedded system developers, as opposed to compiler specialists, to
be able to create new ASSHes. This means that ASSHes should
be primarily about the program being compiled, rather than be-
ing about the compiler. Intermediate representations should not be
exposed to the ASSH writer, and pieces of code should be identi-
fied by their source location—not some internal loop number, basic
block number, or function identifier. Although this paper does not
demonstrate portability of ASSHes to compilers other than gcc, we
believe they could be ported with modest effort.

Minimal — ASSHes could potentially be supplied with the same
set of information that compiler-internal heuristics are given. We
opt for a more constrained interface in order to avoid creating ASSHes
that are dependent on a compiler or even a compiler version. Also,
we expect that ASSHes will primarily get information from high-
level resource requirements, from external analysis tools, and from
feedback. Of course, given a compelling reason, the interface to
any individual underlying optimization could be extended to in-
clude more information.

Offline — In our early experiments, ASSHes were executed on-
line: their execution was interleaved with that of the compiler (they
were linked in as dynamically loaded libraries). We hoped that per-
mitting ASSHes to make incremental decisions would allow them
to arrive at better global solutions. This turned out not to be the
case: the compiler requested optimization decisions in (effectively)
random order, making it difficult to exploit information from pre-
vious decisions. Our current offline interface presents the compiler
with a set of decisions stored in a file. This makes ASSHes easier
to develop (they can be in any language) and makes their effects
easier to track, since all decisions pass through the filesystem.

4.2 The ASSH interface
Figure 7 shows an ASSH in its larger context. The ASSH inter-

face that we have developed works as follows:

1. A list of sites to potentially optimize is created. This list
could come from a trial compilation, from an external tool,
or could even be generated by manual inspection of the pro-
gram.

2. The ASSH decides which sites to optimize (and, if appropri-
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Figure 8: The ASSH interface to two compiler optimizations

ate, to what degree), which sites not to optimize, and which
to leave to the compiler’s built-in heuristics.

3. The compiler creates object code conforming to the ASSH’s
decisions.

4. Optionally, go back to step 2 after examining the generated
code. We discuss use of feedback in more detail in Section 3.

At present, we have added ASSHes to two compiler passes using
the interfaces shown in Figure 8. A “srcloc” serves as a way to track
a particular piece of code as it passes through the compiler.

4.3 Making compilers listen to ASSHes
In this section we describe the two ways that we made gcc per-

form the optimizations specified by ASSHes. At a high level, the
mechanism used to make a compiler respect the decisions made by
ASSHes is irrelevant to the thesis of our paper. However, practi-
cally speaking, implementation cost and impact on compiler struc-
ture must be modest.

The first way to override compiler optimization heuristics is to
modify the compiler. In our experience, this is fairly easy. One
must identify the existing heuristic, modify it to consult the ASSH
decision list, and then check for validity of the transformation. In
practice, it is often desirable to run the built-in heuristic as well as
consulting the ASSH decision. This makes the compiler patch less
invasive and also permits the compiler to operate as before if the
ASSH has no particular preference.

We used this approach to add ASSH control to the loop unrolling
optimizations in gcc. gcc performs two related loop optimizations:
it may peel a loop by inserting one or more copies of the loop body
before the loop (reducing the number of loop iterations by the num-
ber of copies made); and it may unroll a loop by inserting one or
more additional copies of the loop body inside the loop (dividing
the number of loop iterations by the number of copies of the body
inside the loop). In many cases, it must use a combination of the
two: if a loop executes 103 times, one might peel three iterations
and unroll 10 times yielding code that is up to 13 times larger but
iterating only 10 times. Where no confusion arises, we use “loop
unrolling” to refer to both optimizations.

gcc version 3.4 has two clearly-identified sites where it decides
whether and how much to unroll loops. Both sites that make loop

unrolling decisions have a very clear separation between the heuris-
tics that make decisions and the code that implements the deci-
sions, so it was straightforward to insert code to consult tables of
optimization decisions loaded from a file. While experimenting
with ASSHes we found it convenient to perform the lookup by in-
voking a function dynamically linked with gcc. We finally settled
on two versions of this function: one simply prints its arguments
and is used to generate a list of sites for possible optimization and
the other performs a lookup. The gcc changes required to control
loop unrolling consist of 209 new lines of code and no changes to
existing lines of code. (This number excludes 333 + 20 lines of
changes required to track source locations accurately: described in
Section 4.4.)

While it was easy to add support for ASSHes, it was more dif-
ficult to find a good ASSH interface. In all, gcc recognizes five
different forms of peeling and unrolling and each is parameterized
by the number of times to peel or unroll. In early versions, we
required ASSHes to specify which of these five optimizations to
apply. This proved to be complex to use and, since each optimiza-
tion has its own preconditions, either required ASSHes to know
which optimizations could be chosen for each loop or else required
gcc to convert an ASSH’s request into the “next best” valid choice.
After some experimentation, we settled on a significantly simpler
interface: the ASSH only specifies the maximum permissible num-
ber of copies of the loop body. If only one copy is allowed, no
optimization is performed; if 15 copies are allowed, a loop that ex-
ecutes exactly 103 times might be peeled three times and unrolled
10 times (yielding 13 copies).

The second way to override compiler optimization heuristics is
to perform a source-to-source transformation that either does the
optimization or somehow enables the C compiler to do it. To sup-
port inlining ASSHes we built on our previous work on cross-
module inlining [22]. The approach is essentially that of Cooper et
al. [5]: we parse a collection of preprocessed C compilation units,
perform appropriate renaming and unification of data types, topo-
logically sort functions in order to satisfy as many of the requested
inlinings as possible, and then output a new C file with some func-
tions marked as inline. Furthermore, we perform caller-specific
inlining—inlining some calls to a function but not others—by emit-
ting two copies of a function, one marked inline and one not, and
selectively transforming call-sites to call one or the other. Finally,
the generated file is compiled by gcc with a carefully selected set of
command-line options indicating that it should obey the requested
inlining decisions, but not make any on its own.

This approach works, but it has been painful. First, implement-
ing and maintaining a gcc-compatible parser and typechecker is a
lot of work (had CIL [18] been available when we started our work,
it would have been easier). Second, some recent versions of gcc im-
plement inlining behavior that cannot be overridden with any set of
command-line options. We are forced to modify these compilers
(changing one or two lines suffices) to defeat this behavior. Over-
all, several years of experience with the preprocessor approach has
caused us to agree with Robison [23], who gives a number of solid
reasons for avoiding it.

4.4 The code location problem
Some ASSHes need to relate instructions in the object code to the

optimizations that produced them. For the most part, we can rely
on existing infrastructure: many compilers routinely track source
code locations across various optimization passes and into gener-
ated object code. This infrastructure does not work well when code
duplication occurs, for example through loop unrolling and func-
tion inlining. The basic problem is that if ASSHes’ optimization
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requests are phrased in terms of source-code locations, then it is
not possible to specify which of the resulting copies should be op-
timized.

An analogous problem occurs when an object code analyzer re-
quires source code annotations. For example, our WCET analyzer
must map loop locations in the source code to locations in the
object code in order to take advantage of user-provided loop it-
eration bounds. Our original worst-case execution time analyzer
overcounted costs when a loop was unrolled: the analyzer used the
original (unrolled) loop iteration bound instead of scaling the loop
bound by the number of times the loop was unrolled. Schnayder
et al. [24] report a similar problem with PowerTOSSIM, a simu-
lator that estimates the power consumption of a TinyOS program
running on a Berkeley mote. PowerTOSSIM estimates the power
consumption of basic blocks identified in the source code by esti-
mating the cost of all the corresponding instructions in the object
code, causing them to overcount the cost of each basic block by (as
a first approximation) the number of copies made.

Jaramillo et al. [11] developed an elegant solution to the source
mapping problem in the context of debugging optimization passes.
Their key idea was to label each static instance of a loop body
with triples of the form {l, u, i} indicating that a particular instance
would execute iterations l, l + i, l + 2i, . . . u of the original loop.
For example, the body of a loop in the source code is (implicitly)
labeled {0, last, 1} indicating that it is used for iterations 0, 1, . . .
of the loop. If the loop is unrolled, this label is used to generate
a new label for each instance of the loop body. For example, if
a loop is unrolled two times, then the instances would be labeled
{0, last, 1} and {1, last, 2} indicating that they are used to exe-
cute iterations 0, 2, 4, . . . and 1, 3, 5, . . . , respectively. Jaramillo
et al.’s labels are closed under many common loop optimizations:
as loop optimizations are applied, the labels on the originals can be
used to determine the new labels.

Jaramillo et al.’s approach does not handle function inlining but it
is easily adapted to do so using the same idea of identifying the po-
tential dynamic instances of the function that could exist at runtime.
Consider the following program (we have included line numbers to
let us reference source code locations in the following):

1 void bar() {
2 x = 1;
3 }
4 void baz() {
5 bar();
6 bar();
7 }

If we inline both calls to bar, we will end up with two instances
of line 2 and the source locations would normally change as fol-
lows:

4 void baz() {
2 x = 1;
2 x = 1;
7 }

Any reference to line 2 would now be ambiguous. The solution
is to concatenate source locations of the call site with the locations
within the callee, as follows:

4 void baz() {
5.2 x = 1;
6.2 x = 1;
7 }

and we can now refer unambiguously to each instance of line 2. If
line 2 contained a function call or a loop, we would be able to direct

optimization to instance 5.2, instance 6.2, or to both (which may
be written ∗.2 or, more conveniently, just 2).

Transforming source locations in this way also solves the prob-
lem for our WCET analyzer because it allows the analyzer to com-
pute how many times each loop instance is executed if the original
loop executed some known number of times. Each loop instance
{l, u, i} in the object code corresponds to dynamic instances l, l+i,
l + 2i, . . . u of the original loop. Therefore, if the original loop ex-
ecutes N times, the number of times each loop instance executes is
the number of non-negative, integral values of k such that:

0 ≤ l + ki < min(N, u)

Implementing our extension of Jaramillo et al.’s labels was straight-
forward if tedious. Since gcc already labels every instruction with
a source location and carefully propagates these labels every time
instructions are duplicated, merged, or transformed, we chose to
implement labels by modifying the filename component of source
locations. After gaining familiarity with gcc, it was easy to identify
those parts of gcc which copied instructions and to transform the
filenames appropriately; the trickiest part was determining which
label to apply to each freshly created instance. Implementing this
required considerable effort to be spent learning how gcc’s loop
unrolling and inlining operate and identifying the right places to
modify the code. It required 333 new lines of code and 20 changes
to existing lines of code. The good news is that this work does
not need to be repeated over and over again as new ASSHes are
implemented.

5. EVALUATION
So far we have shown that a number of ASSHes can provide

good results for a single application: the TinyOS Surge Reliable
kernel. Figure 9 shows the results of three of our ASSHes when
applied to five other TinyOS applications. As before, our base-
line is provided by executables produced by the default nesC/gcc
toolchain. Note that the time to run the profile-driven ASSH does
not include the time to generate profile data using the simulator.
Getting profile data from Atemu can be very fast, or it can be very
slow (up to 30 minutes in our experience) when a complicated net-
work of motes needs to be simulated for billions of cycles.

Our results indicate that nesC already does quite well in produc-
ing executables with small code size, but that it can be improved
upon significantly with respect to stack memory usage and proces-
sor utilization. However, these improvements increase compilation
time, sometimes significantly. All times were taken on a 2.4 GHz
AMD Athlon 64. In the future we plan to investigate ways to im-
prove the speed of ASSHes, perhaps using machine-learning tech-
niques to avoid trial compilations by more effectively predicting
the effects of optimizations.

6. RELATED WORK
Our work builds on a large amount of previous research. Here

we divide the existing work into several categories and contrast our
approach with some representative examples.

Using feedback in compilation. Profile data can be used
to guide a variety of optimizations [4, 19]. Several projects have
used feedback to solve the phase-ordering problem for optimiza-
tion passes [1, 13, 14]. Dean and Chambers [6] developed inlining
trials, which examine the output of the optimizer after inlining a
function call in order to make better inlining decisions in the fu-
ture. Leupers and Marwedel [15] describe a technique for finding
inlining decisions that maximize speedup while remaining within a
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ASSH Bloat-driven Stack-depth-driven Profile-driven
code size worst-case stack average duty

Resource metric (bytes) depth (bytes) cycle (%)
ASSH nesC imp. time ASSH nesC imp. time ASSH nesC imp. time

Blink 1612 1620 0.49% 5 s 33 40 17.5% 5 s 0.030% 0.031% 4.8% 1 s
CntToLedsAndRfm 10512 10886 3.44% 29 s 97 128 24.2% 41 s 5.55% 6.28% 12% 3 s
Oscilloscope 6730 6960 3.30% 75 s 83 118 29.7% 24 s 0.43% 0.43% 0.0% 3 s
RfmToLeds 9898 10300 3.90% 27 s 97 128 24.2% 37 s 5.14% 5.61% 8.4% 3 s
Surge Reliable 21622 22406 3.50% 75 s 183 219 16.4% 113 s 6.03% 7.02% 14% 5 s
TOSBase 10364 10774 3.81% 18 s 97 128 24.2% 36 s 5.27% 5.77% 8.7% 2 s

Figure 9: Evaluation of three ASSHes applied to six TinyOS kernels. The “imp.” columns indicate improvement in resource usage
of the ASSH vs. nesC. The “time” columns indicate the total time to compile the application using the ASSH.

code size budget. They used a branch-and-bound algorithm to limit
the number of trial compilations, and evaluated the performance of
each trial using a cycle-accurate simulator.

Zhao et al. [29] describe an optimization framework based on
accurate models of caches and of loop optimizations which affect
memory access patterns. Wang [27] describes a mechanism for effi-
ciently modeling the performance of superscalar architecture inside
a compiler using symbolic representations to handle unknowns.
Our WCET-based ASSH also uses a model to make optimization
decisions, but the model is somewhat different and it is provided
by an external tool rather than by the compiler. On the other hand,
our feedback-based ASSHes represent a completely different ap-
proach: the model is replaced with data about the actual system
being compiled, potentially improving accuracy at the expense of
increased compile time.

There is little previous work on using static profile data to drive
optimization decisions. Zhao et al. [30] is the only work that we
are aware of that optimizes using feedback from a WCET analyzer.
Our work extends Zhao et al.’s by optimizing an entire working
system instead of attacking isolated benchmark programs, by com-
paring speedups that can be achieved using static vs. dynamic pro-
file data, and by exploring the role of task execution frequencies in
creating good static profile data.

All of these previous efforts, except Zhao et al.’s work on reduc-
ing WCET, have focused on traditional compiler metrics: code size
and speed. In contrast, our work makes it possible for optimizers
to make use of high-level application- and platform-specific infor-
mation, and to direct optimizations towards fairly generic goals.

Compiling embedded software. Much research during the
past few years has addressed specific problems in compiling em-
bedded software. Broadly speaking, these projects can be divided
into those proposing new compiler optimizations and those propos-
ing ways to make more effective use of existing optimizations. The
second group of projects is more closely related to our work; here
we describe a few representative examples. Again, ASSHes dif-
fer from previous work by supporting more generic goals, and by
making it easier to incorporate high-level requirements into compi-
lation.

Zhou and Conte [31] showed how to maximize the speed of a
program for a given code size budget, and also how to minimize
code size without regard for speed. Naik and Palsberg [17] cast
register allocation and code generation as integer linear program-
ming (ILP) problems in order to generate code that fits into a given
budget. The nesC compiler [8] exploits an existing function inliner
in order to generate fast, small code. In the commercial world, the
CodeBalance tool from Green Hills [9] is the only tool we are aware

of that permits fine-tuning of speed vs. size tradeoffs. Commercial
tools are highly constrained by the requirement to avoid increasing
compile time: something that we have chosen to sacrifice in many
cases.

Extensible compilers. ASSHes are very constrained compiler
extensions. They differ significantly from other extensible compila-
tion approaches that have been developed. For example, the Broad-
way compiler [16] permits sophisticated users to help the compiler
make optimizations based on domain-specific characteristics of in-
terfaces. ASSHes, on the other hand, are not at all concerned with
program semantics, and they make use of existing optimization
passes rather than providing new ones. Extensible compiler frame-
works such as SUIF [28] and Soot [25] are significantly different
from our work because they expose their intermediate representa-
tions. They are designed to be extensible by compiler specialists—
not by application developers. Finally, there are mechanisms that
permit language extensions to be implemented within the program-
ming language, such as templates [26] and powerful macro sys-
tems [12]. These give developers local control over code genera-
tion but they are not generally helpful in specializing programs to
meet global resource requirements.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Embedded software is very malleable while it is being compiled:

the compiler has a great many choices about what transformations
to make, and each of these choices potentially affects the usage of
multiple resources. Existing compilers are ineffective at exploit-
ing this malleability and will rigidly create, for example, an exe-
cutable requiring slightly more RAM than the underlying platform
supports.

We have presented ASSHes: application- and system-specific
heuristics for compiling embedded software. ASSHes represent a
step towards our long-term vision of aggressive compiler support
for meeting non-functional constraints. We believe that ASSHes
represent a sweet spot in the design space for extensible compil-
ers: they permit compilers to indirectly become aware of resource
constraints, but do not require extensive modifications to existing
compilers, or expose compiler-internal representations. In the long
run we believe that ASSHes, or their successors, will provide even
more benefit by performing very high-level optimizations such as
component and algorithm selection.
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